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Specialists in the use of
natural stone in gardens

Does your Stonewall look ugly?
“We can make it the best looking wall in your neighbourhood”
• Pointing and Re-jointing… Why point (secure joints with mortar) the 

joints on your stone wall?
 Answer: Besides looking very unsightly, large open joints on a concrete 

centred wall can allow rain & bugs to erode around the stones and cause the 
stones to fall out and eventually lead to the wall collapsing. The re-pointing 
can be done in different styles depending on the unique characteristics of 
your wall, and what you want it to look like.

• Repairs, Rebuilds & New Walls: Most damage to your wall such as missing 
stones, cracks & collapses, can be repaired. If the wall is too unsightly or 
largely collapsed then a rebuild using the existing stone on-site is the best 
corrective measure.

• Water & Sandblasting: A good way to freshen up & clean your wall is to water 
blast - sandblasting will take a thin top layer of stone off the surface to create a 
brand new appearance finishing with new pointing will insure the best result.

• Structural Consultation: If the life expectancy of your wall is looking short 
- we can diagnose the minor & important structural faults & offer corrective 
solutions both temporary & long term.

• Wall Alterations & Extensions: High End Stone Masons can alter a walls 
height, length or shape using the same stone & style so the alteration or 
extension is completely seamless.

FREE

QUOTES
“Any stone layed in any style”

Call Mark Jones 0432 471 901
Email: highendstonemasons@gmail.com



Overhaul Stonewallyour

Want to add a smart, professional new look to 
your stone wall? And make it last the test of time?

“Get the Pro’s in - You won’t regret it!”




